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pen name for Reverend Angelo John Lewis

(Frederick Warne and Co. London & NY 1893;
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The grandfather of puzzle books. It was published in at least the cover colors teal, red, brown, blue, and green, with two different cover styles (the teal and the first of the two reds above are cover style 1, and the others are cover style 2). The books all have identical pages, except that cover style 1 has no date on the title page (although the teal copy above has the inside back binding page signed "M. D. April 24, 1893"), and there are varying numbers of pages of adds at the end. All of the books above, except the teal, have the same light brown patterned end paper inside the covers; the teal has a light green end paper of a different pattern (although the teal version was also made with the same end paper as the others).

The teal and red versions in cover style 1 above both have two pages (one double sided sheet) of adds for magic and puzzles at the end. The red version in cover style 2 above has date 1893 on the title page, and has two pages of adds at the end for conjuring and ventriloquial items. The blue above is like the red except that at the end, preceding the same two pages of adds are two additional pages of adds for other books. The brown and green versions above are just like the red and blue but with no adds at the end.

Each chapter includes solutions. It is interesting to see the variety of puzzles known at this time; Eight Peg ("Four and Four"), the Fifteen Puzzle ("Boss Puzzle"), Cross Keys, 6-Piece Burr ("The Nut"), Chinese Rings ("Cardan's Rings"), Tangram ("Anchor Puzzle"), etc.
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Hoffmann Books End Paper

The teal book shown on the first page uses the green end paper shown below, and all the others use the brown paper shown below. The teal version was also made with the brown end paper (in fact, the book with brown paper shown below is a different copy of the teal version).
Sample Pages From The Hoffmann Book
(From the 1893 second cover version.)

PUZZLES OLD AND NEW.

CHAPTER I.

PUZZLES DEPENDENT ON DEXTERITY AND PERSEVERANCE.

In this first section we propose to describe a class of puzzles which do not depend upon any secret, or intellectual process, but upon some knack, only to be obtained by repeated persistent effort of the "try and try again" kind on the part of the operator. Of these a very good example is—

No. 1.—The "Pick-Me-Up" Puzzle.

This puzzle was brought out by the proprietors of the well-known seri-comic weekly of the same name, and en-

Fig. 1.

joined for some time widespread popularity. It consists of a cylindrical pasteboard box, four inches in diameter by two in depth, with a glass top, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

* There will accordingly be no Key to the present Chapter. Any hint likely to assist the operator will be incorporated in the text. Beyond this, he must work out the solution for himself.
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Later Editions of the Hoffmann Book

The edition has a preface by L. E. Hordern that discusses the books history and gives the authors real name; here is some of what is said on the back of the jacket:

"He was able to combine this with a wealth of accurate drawings, from which it must be assumed that he either possessed or had access to the puzzles he was describing. For some 80 years or more (until the advent of modern printing techniques), his book stood alone, head and shoulders above the rest."

Further Reading
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